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As this is the first Monday of the month, please consider sharing or re-sharing highlights from the 
Monthly Kick-O�, and if appropriate, monthlyvideo.

***Consider obtaining the nutrition labels of foods and drinks that your students may eat or drink. 

Measuring spoons (one set per group) or teaspoons; one bowl for each group of students; Granulated 
sugar or something to simulate sugar; Nutrition labels from various foods, (juices, sodas, crackers, etc); 
“Sample Nutrition Label” and “SUGAR conversion table” handouts.

Total Prep Time: 5 mins.

Students explore nutrition labels and discover how much added sugar is in some foods they eat. 

WEEK 1

GOALS FOR THE WEEK
• Discover what it means to take personal responsibility and OWNERSHIP for one’s HEALTH.
• Engage in activities that support and promote lifelong physical and emotional HEALTH and wellness.
• Understand how TAKE OWNERSHIP is an important part of this month’s theme, MONDAY 
 GETS HEALTHY.

15+
MIN



1) SHARE THE NAME OF THIS ACTIVITY WITH STUDENTS: A SPOONFUL OF SUGAR

STUDENT ACTIVITY:
A SPOONFUL OF SUGAR

• Have you ever read a nutrition label?
- What are some things on a nutrition label?
- Possible answers are: Calories, fat content, ingredients, vitamin and mineral information, serving size,

how many servings are in the container, etc.
• What are some foods that contain SUGAR?
• Would it surprise you to know that many packaged foods contain added sugar, even things like

spaghetti sauce or soup?
• Do you feel like you get the appropriate amount of SUGAR each day, more than the appropriate

amount, or less than the appropriate amount?
- How can managing how much SUGAR you digest, help your HEALTH?
• How could learning about the SUGAR content in di�erent foods help you to TAKE OWNERSHIP of your

own nutrition?
• Why does nutrition MATTER for all of us?
- Why does it MATTER for you personally?

• Explain:
- There are a lot of things that impact our HEALTH every day.
- One of those things is nutrition the food we put into our bodies.
- Today we’re going to focus on just one of these things: SUGAR.
- SUGAR is found in many different foods, sometimes naturally and sometimes it is intentionally added.
- For example, fruits and vegetables have sugars that help our bodies because they are paired with fiber 

from the fruit (That balances out the SUGAR so our bodies can handle it).
- In small amounts, SUGAR is okay for our bodies.
- Most of America, though, is consuming far more SUGAR than is considered HEALTHY.
- In 2019, the average American ate about 57 pounds more SUGAR than is recommended (That’s about the 

weight of a kindergarten child, over a pound a week!).
- SUGAR can contribute to a lot of diseases, including diabetes, obesity, and heart disease, as well as tooth 

decay and immune problems, and it definitely doesn’t give our bodies any real nutrition.
- Surprisingly, SUGAR is added into lots of foods we might not think of, like ketchup, salad dressing, low-

fat yogurt, and even vitamin waters.
- The good news is, we can TAKE OWNERSHIP for what we foods we allow into our bodies and know what 

to look for on nutrition labels to avoid having too much SUGAR.

• Ask:
- Are you willing to get your SUGAR intake to a HEALTHY level?

CONSIDER ASKING 1-3 QUESTIONS FROM THE LIST BELOW TO WARM STUDENTS UP 
ON THE ACTIVITY’S FOCUS:

*NOTE: Choose questions appropriate to your students' ages, grades, ability levels, and classroom goals. Students

may share their answers in pairs, small groups, or as a large group.

2)

SET UP THE “A SPOONFUL OF SUGAR” ACTIVITY:3)

• Explain:
- Today we’ll be comparing di�erent labels to see how much natural and added SUGAR they contain, and

see which foods have the most.
• Show students the “Sample Nutrition Label”.
• Point out the section that reads “Total SUGARS: 12 grams” and “Includes 10g Added SUGARS”.

START THE “A SPOONFUL OF SUGAR” ACTIVITY:4)
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• Kids from kindergarten to high school should have less than 30 grams of SUGAR a day (Note: For the  
 whole day, not for each meal). Did your food have more or less than that?
- Is the food you measured today something you could eat every day, sometimes, once in a while, or never?
• What, if anything, about this activity surprised you?
• How can you TAKE OWNERSHIP of how much SUGAR you are eating each day?
• What about today’s activity helped you to GET HEALTHY?
• What can you do to raise awareness about SUGAR and its e�ects on HEALTH?
• How were you able to see today that WE MATTER and so does our HEALTH?

AFTER THE ACTIVITY, CONSIDER ASKING  1-3 OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS TO 
HELP STUDENTS REFLECT ON WHAT THEY’VE ACCOMPLISHED AND HOW THEY CAN 
TAKE THIS FORWARD:
*NOTE: Choose questions appropriate to your students' ages, grades, ability levels, and classroom goals. Students  

 may share their answers in pairs, small groups, or as a large group.

5)

THANK STUDENTS FOR TAKING THE TIME TO UNDERSTAND HOW MUCH “SUGAR” IS 
IN THE FOODS THEY EAT. REMIND THEM THAT WHILE WE DON’T ALWAYS GET TO 
CHOOSE WHAT WE EAT WE CAN DO OUR BEST TO EAT FOODS WITH LESS “SUGAR” IN 
THEM WHENEVER POSSIBLE.  

6)

CHALLENGE STUDENTS TO RAISE THEIR OWN AWARENESS OF WHAT THEY ARE 
EATING THIS WEEK, AND TO CONSCIOUSLY CHOOSE FOODS THAT SUPPORT THEIR 
“HEALTH” AND WELL-BEING.

7)

CONSIDER CONTINUING TO EXPLORE “TAKE OWNERSHIP” BY LEADING ONE OR MORE 
OF THE EXTENSION ACTIVITIES.

8)

• Explain:
- The added SUGARS are part of the total SUGARS, so this food had 2 grams of SUGAR to start with, 
 but 10 more grams were added.
- Nutrition labels use grams to measure SUGAR, but today we will be using teaspoons for measuring. 
• Place a bowl in front of you and, using the “SUGAR conversion table”, measure the correct amount of  
 SUGAR into the bowl while students watch.
• For older students, you may do this in two bowls: One with the added SUGAR amount, and the other  
 with the remaining amount of SUGAR. 
• Tell them that they will be doing what you just did, but with their own nutrition labels and bowls. 
• Break students into groups so that each group has at least one nutrition label. 
• Give each group a bowl, a set of measuring spoons, a nutrition label, and a “SUGAR conversion table”.
• Assist students in finding how many grams of SUGAR are in their food and how many teaspoons it  
 equals using the conversion table.
• Let students take turns measuring out the SUGAR into their bowls. 
• Consider having students first measure the first indicated SUGAR then put in  the “added SUGAR” into  
 one bowl and the remaining SUGAR into the other bowl. 
• When all SUGAR has been put into the bowls, let students compare whose food had the most and least. 
• Prepare for the activity’s reflection when finished.
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- OLLY ANDRE, AMERICAN AUTHOR

EAT LESS SUGAR. YOU ARE 
SWEET ENOUGH ALREADY.
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EXTENSION 
IDEAS:   

 1) Low-Fat/High Sugar: Sometimes to supplement the flavor from lowering fat content, food   
  companies will add SUGAR or other additives in their place. 
  - Gather nutrition labels from foods and their low-fat versions. Let students explore the labels and  
   find out which is healthier. 
 2) Share It Out: Let students make posters or displays with what they discovered about SUGAR   
  content to share with your campus or at an assembly. Let them make “prizes” for the 
  healthiest foods.
 3) Fuel for the Day: Help students make the distinction between eating enough calories vs. being   
  nourished. Children and teenagers can appear healthy or be getting the right number of calories,  
  and still be undernourished because the foods they are eating are not nutrient-dense. For younger  
  students, this could be a game that shows them di�erent foods with the same calorie content and  
  lets them guess which one is more nutrient-dense. 
 4) Lower the Rush: Let students brainstorm ways they can cut down their SUGAR intake, allowing   
  student voice and empowerment. 

DO ONE OR MORE OF THESE EXTENSION IDEAS TO BRING 
THE LESSON FROM 15 MINUTES TO 30 MINUTES OR MORE.

15+
MIN
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TAKE OWNERSHIP
MAR 2

Make one copy for teacher use.  A SPOONFUL OF SUGAR

Source credit: www.wikipedia.com
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TAKE OWNERSHIP
MAR 2

Make one copy per group.  A SPOONFUL OF SUGAR

NOTE: Because these are approximate conversions, and some measurements were very similar, 
they may appear as the same number in this table. 
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